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I hope that you are all enjoying the early summer season,
despite the weather. This summer promises to be a bit of a sporting
extravaganza, with the football European Championships, cricket
test matches and no doubt the traditional British failures at
Wimbledon. There is also something called the Olympics taking
place, although most of you living up in the frozen north may not
be aware of that occurrence.

As I first began to put together this issue of the newsletter I
listened to the news, during which I heard the Defence Secretary
say that the Army must reduce further in size. Although it was
slightly ironic that he went on to say that some Army units no
longer had a significant link with their traditional homes, it was
more galling to hear the Shadow Defence Secretary say “The
defence community will be dismayed that history is being
dismissed. Defence is about more than inputs, outputs and
spreadsheets. It is also about people, tradition and pride.” Fine
words indeed, but in this case nothing more than empty words
when we remember which government drove through the
previous cuts that severed the links between regiments and their
geographical ties.

In one of my previous editorials I mentioned that one of the
few pleasures in editing this newsletter is hearing from so many
people who take the trouble to get in contact. A short while ago
I took a telephone call from Major General Sir Robert Corbett.
Although the main reason for the call was to give some sad news
regarding one of our former officers, he was very keen to tell me
of the high regard in which he held the 22nd. It was a most
pleasant telephone conversation in which he was very
complimentary about all those from the 22nd whom he had met
and how his former regiment (Irish Guards) had tried so hard to
beat us at athletics, but never quite managed to achieve it. It
really does make the job worthwhile to receive a call from such
a delightful and thoughtful gentleman.

Finally, it was so sad to learn that Major Tony Astle had been
posted to higher formation. I look forward to publishing his
obituary in the next issue but in the meantime I am sure that
many of us have our own memories of him. I think that one of
my favourite memories was at RHQ on the day that he was due
to go on holiday, but could not resist the temptation to come into
RHQ beforehand. To signify to all that he was not officially
there, he wrote “I am not here” on a card, which he then placed
in the breast pocket of his jacket. Having gone into Chester to
carry out sundry tasks related to his holiday, he wondered why he
was getting so many funny looks from everyone. It was only on
his return, once more to RHQ that Anne Dale pointed out to him
the card still protruding from his breast pocket.

Major Tony Astle always brought a smile to my face,
although perhaps not always for the right reasons. However, I can
say that I had the pleasure of working with him many times and
I shared the odd pint or three with him whilst I was attached to
RHQ. On more than one occasion he showed great kindness and

generosity to me and my family and I will always be grateful to
him. He was a real gentleman and will be a great loss to the 22nd.

The deadline for the September issue is Friday 24th August.
Please send your contributions to me at: 
The School House, Dartmouth Road, London SE26 4RD. 
My telephone number is 020 8291 9225. 
You can also e-mail me at: george.szwejkowski@sky.com

I hope that you all enjoy what is going to be a very busy
summer.

George Szwejkowski

The opinions expressed in the articles in this newsletter are
those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the policy and
views, official or otherwise of RHQ or the Regiment.

EDITORIAL
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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN

As the summer approaches and 1 Mercian (Cheshire) continue
preparations for their deployment to Afghanistan later this year we
would be forgiven for wondering what on earth has happened to our
weather. British weather is always changeable, to say the least, but
to get brilliant sunshine and temperatures of 24 oC in March and
then to get torrential downpours in May does not seem right,
especially when it interferes with CRA events. 

The weather plays such a big part in our planning and as a result
of the torrential downpours in the second week of May Chester
Racecourse decided to close the infield on the Day of our Race Day
Reunion due to it being waterlogged. This of course denied
members the opportunity to celebrate the day in the normal fashion.
Through the sterling efforts of Eddie Pickering a tally system was
put in place to counter the rules the racecourse had insisted upon
whereby we were not allowed a cash bar on the racecourse.

The events of the day are covered elsewhere in this newsletter
but I would, on behalf of the members, like to thank Eddie Pickering
and Iggy Jones (and crew) for the tireless effort they put into making
sure that things still went ahead although contained within the Castle
courtyard. Despite complaints from a small minority of our
members the services of the CRA Club were appreciated by many
of the members on the day.

The period since our last newsletter has been fairly quiet with
few events to report upon however the branches continue to meet
and support their members in the way that our branches do best.

This is a fairly small column from me and I hope everybody has
a good summer and continues to support the CRA, and 1 Mercian
(Cheshire) in everything they do.

Peter Gresty

VIEW FROM THE CASTLE
Race Day. What a fantastic turnout! It was good to see so

many members of the Regimental Family enjoy the day in
Chester. In what is turning out to be the wettest drought I have
ever seen, the weather was kind to us as well, with just a couple
of showers and they didn’t seem to dampen anyone’s spirits (or
beer for that matter).

At RHQ, the staff were dealing with a completely new
situation and having studied various Crystal Balls, Chicken
Bones, had a consultation with Mystic Meg, produced 150% of
our estimated need for beer tokens. We were dismayed to have
sold them all in the week before the event and with people still
ordering them, we had to get more. The supplier could only get
them to us on Tuesday of Race week which meant of course that
we had to rethink our strategy of not selling them on Race Day,
a decision taken because we knew that we could not cope with
long queues of people when each transaction was taking at least
1 minute (think about it – 300 people at 1 minute equals a 5 hour
queue if only 1 person is selling, a 1 hour queue if 5 are selling).
Then came the bombshell…

Word came from the Racecourse that due to waterlogged
conditions, the “Open Course” was closed and they regretted not
being able to provide space for the tent. For the first time ever, I
was glad about the existence of Facebook, this started to get the
message out in time for people to rethink their plans for Friday
and eventually, the word spread. The next problem was the beer
tokens – what to do about them? Policy was made on the hoof
and it is working so far, there is a note elsewhere explaining what
to do if you are still holding them.

Of course, with people arriving early at The Castle and
remaining there all day, we ran out of beer quite quickly,
unfortunately there was just not the time available for our
wholesaler to get additional supplies to us. For those who like to
count such things, we sold 176 gallons of beer in just over 6
hours, it is estimated that there were 400 people present at its
fullest and at least 250 at any one time and I had serious worries
about capacity as the Fire Certificate for the Club only allows
100 people!

A great effort all round and thanks must go to Tags Ltd for
getting the extra beer tokens to us at such short notice over a
Bank Holiday, to RHQ Civil Service staff Sue and Tracey who
coped cheerfully with the extra workload along with Marion, to
Alan (Iggy) and Gary, the Club staff, Linda Jones who
volunteered to cook and the members of the CRA Club Darts

Team who volunteered to run the bar. Thanks too, to B Company
4 MERCIAN who were all set to run the Regimental Tent, it was
a great inconvenience to them, they were hoping to make a small
profit for their Company fund to enable them to finance such
things as Adventurous Training and Sport.

There has been much misunderstanding about the
Racecourse and the Regimental Tent. The management realised
that our tent was not complying with the Licensing Act and that
we could not sell alcohol. They were unable to grant us
permission to take out a temporary licence (for good commercial
reasons) but still allowed us to have the tent, provided we abided
by the law. This, in my opinion was fair and reasonable and had
nothing to do with the lack of a sponsor for a Cheshire Regiment
Cup Race. 

The Regiment provides the Trophy for the winning horse
whenever the Cheshire Regiment Cup Race is run, but the actual
financial sponsorship comes from elsewhere, only 3 members of
the Regimental Family have ever sponsored the race over the
years. If anyone wants to join that exclusive club and has £15-
16000 to spare, please contact me and I will pass on your details
to the Racecourse Company for future years.

Just a thought, dear reader – do you by any chance live in or
near Runcorn? Major Dave Dufley, OC B Coy would welcome
any member of the 22nd (1st or 3rd Bn) or KCR who would like
to join them in their bar at Ubique Barracks, Peelhouse Lane,
Widnes on a Tuesday night. How about a new Branch of the CRA
– Halton Branch, you already have a meeting place.

I have detained you for far too long; you must be ready to
read your Branch notes and then press on to the ramblings of the
Bard of Blacon…

BEER TOKENS

The Cheshire Military Museum and the CRA Club will accept
tokens for purchases until Christmas. Face value of a token is still
£1.00. If you wish to cash them in please send them to CRA at RHQ
with a note saying how many you have enclosed and details of how
you want your money – a cheque or the faster method of Bank
transfer which takes place the same day. We will need your Account
Name, Account Number and Sort Code.

Please provide a contact phone number in case we need to
clarify anything.
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5. Future Events
a. Race Day. The Secretary briefed on the situation to date

pointing out some of the difficulties encountered in
finding a solution which would ensure that we could
comply with the restraint on selling of alcohol. He
remarked that many people expected that tokens would
be available for sale on Race Day without realising that
RHQ does not have the resources to deal with a potential
200 or more customers at the same time as running the
normal Race Day facilities. However, as this is a
completely new situation for everyone involved, there
has to be a degree of flexibility.

b. Mons Reunion. The Secretary reported the difficulties
in obtaining the use of a Service Band and that he was
working to overcome them.

c. East Cheshire Reunion. Nothing to report yet.

d. Ballykelly Memorial 30th Anniversary. The secretary
reported on his visit to Ballykelly. He addressed the
observations made at the last meeting and elsewhere
about the format of the service saying that CRA will
produce the order of service. The question of Branch
Standards was discussed and it was agreed that the cost
of transporting the Association Standard would be met
by the CRA. He reported that he has undertaken to pay
for the church’s flowers on the day of the service.

e. Blackpool Reunion. Nothing to report yet.

f. Mons 2014. There have been more responses from
people who wish to self-drive than those wishing to go
on the organised coach.

g. Other events: Presentation of Colours 2013, more to
follow.

6. Other Business
a. Support to 1 MERCIAN on OP HERRICK. It was

agreed that if required, support would follow the pattern
set during their previous OP HERRICK tour. RHQ
MERCIAN Nottingham will be sending the surplus
“comfort box” stock to help start the support effort in
Cheshire.

b. Attention was drawn to two other events; Ellesmere Port
Branch Commemorations at the Boat Museum and
Whitby Copse 15th July and Stockport Branch St Julien
Commemoration on 29th July. The Stockport service
will be followed by a Diamond Jubilee Lunch courtesy
of the Armoury Trustees.

c. Capt Hughes asked about the possibility of publishing
back numbers of the Newsletter on a CD in the same
way as recent “Oak Trees.” The Secretary said that since
2007, a copy has been kept on individual CDs and as
long as his predecessor had kept copies too, the archive
is probably complete. During discussion, it became clear
that the early editions were probably not copied to CD.
The Secretary undertook to investigate in the
Regimental Archive and report back.

MINUTES OF THE CRAMC

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE
CHESHIRE REGIMENT ASSOCIATION

(CRAMC) MEETING HELD ON 
SATURDAY 14 APRIL 2012

Present: Mr Peter Gresty (Chairman), Mr J Cooney, Maj J S
Holden TD, Capt A W Hughes, Mr J A Jennings, Mr A Kennedy,
Mr G T Kipps, Maj J Salisbury, Mr D J Waring, Maj T E
Pickering MBE (Secretary).

Apologies were received from Mr K Parsonage and Mr M
Walker.

1. Minutes of the Previous Meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting were reviewed, there

were no matters outstanding. Capt Hughes proposed and Mr
Jennings seconded the proposal that they be passed. Carried.

2. Minutes of the AGM
The minutes of the AGM were reviewed, the Secretary

pointed out that he had omitted South Wirral Branch from the
Roll Call; Maj Holden reported that the President’s Award had
been presented to Peter Hennerley at Stockport Branch’s
Meeanee Dinner.

3. The Chairman’s Report
The chairman welcomed everyone and thanked them for

attending in spite of the pull of the day’s sporting events. He felt
that in terms of attendance, it was not a resounding success in
terms of attendance but yet it was no worse than previous years.
He said that he was of the opinion that irrespective of the time,
or even the day, people will only attend when they want.

He then spoke about the MRA Legacy Grant.
He congratulated the 6 members who were re-elected to

CRAMC and took the opportunity to remind all trustees that they
had obligations to the charity. He also thanked Alan Hughes and
Jim Salisbury for continuing as Co-opted Trustees, their
knowledge and experience is useful to us all.

He reminded everyone that 1 MERCIAN (Cheshire) are hard
at work preparing for their forthcoming tour of Afghanistan
which is scheduled for October to April and felt that the CRA
will rally round with the necessary support.

He informed the trustees that there will be a Presentation of
New Colours to all 4 Battalions of The Mercian Regiment in
mid-2013. It is almost certain that the CRA will be required to
provide a small marching contingent as part of the MRA. 

4. The Secretary’s Report
The secretary circulated a financial statement as at 31st

March, together with a breakdown of expenditure in the current
Financial Year. He stated that in view of a cash flow difficulty, he
found it necessary to close the NS&I Investment Account, but
felt that as it was not producing a great deal in terms of interest,
there was little impact on the financial health of the CRA. 

He drew attention to the recently announced high increase in
postage costs and also to the fact that VAT was now payable on
overseas mail which together will greatly increase the costs
incurred in distributing the Newsletter. The Chairman requested
that a breakdown of postal costs be provided for the next meeting.

After some discussion, it was proposed by Maj Salisbury and
seconded by Maj Holden to add £10000 to the investment with
the Charities Aid Foundation.
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MINUTES OF THE CRAMC (continued)

d. Mr Cooney reported that he was once again doing the
Chester Business Club Charity Walk in aid of the
Mercian Regiment Benevolent Fund and proceeded to
solicit sponsorship.

e. The Chairman informed the Trustees that the Colonel of
the Regiment (Brigadier Sharpe) has ordered a study
into the Regimental Associations which make up the
Mercian Regiment Association. Terms of reference have
yet to be decided, the study will be undertaken by
Brigadier Ian Cave.

f. NMA. The Chairman reported that RBL have been in
contact with regard to the CRA Memorial at NMA and
as soon as his business diary allows, he will arrange a
visit to start negotiations

7. Date of next meeting
Saturday 7th July, CRAMC at 1000hrs, Branch Officials at

1300hrs.

BIRKENHEAD BRANCH
The Branch has had a fairly uneventful period since the

beginning of the year. The Branch AGM was held in January, our
President, Ken Thiis, in charge. Ray Hogan continues as
Chairman, although his journey to Branch meetings has
lengthened after his move to Burnley. Tommy Radford was
elected vice-Chairman. Graham Ball and Peter Jackson continue
as Treasurer and Secretary respectively. 

Our Branch was well represented both at the CRA AGM in
February and at the Branch Officers’ meeting in April. These are
a welcome opportunity to meet and exchange views with other
Branches but attendances are falling.

In March both Maureen Hunt and Betty Guntrip suggested
meeting monthly for an informal Sunday 15th April which was a
great success. At monthly Branch meetings formal business takes
priority and social activities are often curtailed when members
have to leave for home. These Sunday lunches will give members
a chance to visit a range of local pubs and restaurants, in a more
relaxed and sociable atmosphere. Tony Brandon has picked The
Merebrook Bromborough for the May lunch. as we will take
turns to recommend future venues. 

Tony also reminds us that once again the efforts of the
Birkenhead Branch are directed to retaining the trophies so hard
won against the might of Stockport Branch at Port Sunlight on
Sunday 10th June. We are delighted to extend a welcome to the
effervescent and delightful ladies and, of course, the brilliant
gentlemen from Stockport. Long may the fixture remain an icon
on our sporting calendar. Peter Jackson

CHESTER BRANCH
After a very quiet quarter things livened up somewhat on

11th May when the annual invasion and occupation of Chester
Castle took place. From far and wide hordes of serving and ex-
soldiers descended upon us in search of drink, food, and a supply
of the mysterious tokens. They soon discovered that due to the
wonderful weather the race course had been closed, so the tokens
did not see the light of day. But for Alan Jones plan A remained
in force. That is to say Iggy’s team of barmen toiled non-stop for
hours in order to moisten the dry throats of the ex-race-goers.
Meanwhile Iggy and Linda, amidst scenes reminiscent of the
Feeding of the Five Thousand, fed the ravenous multitude with
countless hot dogs. There were many familiar faces, too
numerous to mention, in the crowd. Probably the easiest to spot
were Keith and Helen Tarbuck who, having flown in from Dubai,
chose one of the coldest days of the year to make an appearance.

I think that if shivering were an Olympic event Keith and Helen
would take gold!! 

We are in the throes of planning hold a rival to the Munich
Beer Fest in the Castle. By the time these notes hit the streets, we
hope the event will just be a fond memory. What with an Oompah
Band, German Beer, Bratwurst, and fancy dress we feel we can’t
help but enjoy it. Eddie Pickering is looking forward to sampling
the wares and casting a critical eye over the music selection. We
are following this with our Branch Annual Dinner which will
have a Jubilee theme this year. We are also looking forward to the
Malaya Reunion, The Mons Day Celebration and the East
Cheshire Reunion. Perhaps to see new old friends. We still hold
court on a Friday evening at the Club, so if you are ever in the
vicinity why not drop in. You are very welcome. Just try and let
us know how many extra tea bags we will need to buy!

John Fairbanks

ELLESMERE PORT BRANCH
Greetings once again from Ellesmere Port. A relatively quiet

period to report on this time.
Our member Les Stuffin is still in residence at Whitby House

Care Home. On one of my visits I found him in the day room,
only half awake. I had taken along a CD recording of the 22nd
Regiment Quick March. At my request a nurse put it into their
CD player. As soon as the band struck up, Les’s eyes opened,
awake, he became instantly alert, the sparkle came back into his
eyes and I felt that he yearned to leave his chair and march up and
down the room. All your comrades are thinking constantly of you
Les, and look forward to welcoming you back soon to our
meetings.

Thankfully, our meetings continue to be very well supported,
with an average attendance of twenty five members. We also look
forward to welcoming new member, Bill Richards, to our
fellowship.

On Sunday 13th May I took a day off and visited the Boat
Museum. We were treated to a display by the 22nd and 47th of
Foot re-enactment society, and demonstrations of sword fighting
techniques by Medieval Knights.

Before that, on May 8th, I turned out, with our Standard
bearer Tom Simkins and George Ford to lend our support to the
local VE Day commemorations. Unfortunately, the bugle player,
Bill Osbourne informed us that due to a damaged tooth he could
not play the Last Post. I was able to step into the breach and
perform the task on our “mechanical” bugle, (like a good boy
scout, (being prepared,) I had the foresight to pack the bugle in
my car boot.) 

WORD FROM THE BRANCHES
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On June 3rd we are looking forward to participating in the
local Queen’s Jubilee Celebrations, with a “carnival” type parade
through town, ending up on Whitby Park for a host of events and
displays. On June 16th we will make our way to Blackpool for
our annual day out, PLEASE pray for some sunshine!!

Then, of course, later on in June we are heavily involved in
the local Armed Forces/Veterans Day events. 23rd is Cabaret
Night at Civic Hall, and on 27th, numerous activities on the Civic
Square, and inside our Civic Hall.

I will close with an appeal, please respond as soon as
possible to my invitation to our annual services of
Commemoration on July 15th we have always enjoyed good
support in the past, but in Her Majesty’s special year let’s break
all records. Demonstrate the fact that we are not just a bunch of
“old soldiers” sitting around, and swapping war stories. We must
raise the CRA profile with any opportunity that presents itself.

Gordon Kipps

MACCLESFIELD BRANCH
Apologies for missing the last newsletter, but this was due to

my ill health, which is now improving. Thank you to all
members, including the Southern Region, for all the get well
wishes.

Our December meeting included a Christmas buffet, sadly
no mince pies! January saw our belated Christmas lunch at
Chester’s Restaurant, to which sixteen members attended.
Perhaps the glowing reports were due to the Treasurer (Norman)
loosening the purse strings.

Another successful day was Sunday 12th February when we
held our Meeanee church service at Capesthorne Hall by kind
permission of Sir William Bromley Davenport. Thanks to Keith
Mort and comrades from Stockport Branch, who also sent two
standards. A very good meal followed at the Flower Pot, where
most people had a delay to their lunch due to Norman and his
good lady ordering starters!

Our AGM was held in March, mainly managed by Norman
in my absence. The committee were left short in numbers due to
work commitments, but I am glad to say that one of our longest
standing members, Frank Worrall, has come to the rescue and has
stepped into the President’s shoes.

Almoner Marshal McDermott (1st Bn Malaya etc.) is doing
a good job visiting or contacting the sick, namely Mike Kidd,
John Millington and Bob Nottage. Marshal has also attended
regimental functions along with John Wooley (Vice President).

Sadly we have recently heard that Geoff Boswell (1st Bn Berlin
1954/56) has passed away.

Finally I must stand firm and reiterate to certain members of
our branch that only one write up was missing in the last
newsletter. I did have a write up in the December edition. Ask
your wives to check for you next time you are watching Bargain
Hunt!!

All the best. Andy Wood

SANDBACH BRANCH
It doesn’t seem that long since it was the last newsletter.

Time is going so fast there’s not enough time in a week. At a
recent meeting in “any other business” there was not a lot to talk
about so we ended up listening to some of the older members
talking about past escapades in their army service in the Second
World War. Something triggered it off and we ended up in North
Africa and Sicily and finishing up in Malaya. It was all so
interesting, some of things they actually went through, I keep
telling them to get it down in writing or to make a tape because
when they are gone the stories will be lost forever.

We recently held our annual A.G.M. on the 26th April. Our
President, Lt Col Tom Nesbitt, was in attendance. There was only
one change to the Committee – Craig Roughley took up the
vacancy of Vice Chairman in place of Linden Bateman. After the
meeting all members present enjoyed a drink and a small buffet
with the compliments of the Branch. 

Percy Cooke has now had both hands operated on and it is
taking quite a time for him to get his use of them back to normal,
so he is off the golf course for a while. We all wish him a speedy
recovery. 

Race Day has now been and gone. We were glad the weather
stayed fine but it was a little bit disappointing about the race
course being waterlogged – we can’t control nature. A few
members from Sandbach attended. 

That’s all for now. God Bless all members of the CRA and
their families, all serving members of the armed forces and
members of 1 MERCIAN (CHESHIRE) and their families. Bye
for now. Dave Beech

SOUTHERN REGION
There is not a great deal to report from down south. A few

members made it to the Army v Royal Navy rugby at
Twickenham where once again the Royal Navy were well and
truly sunk by the Army. As usual the main entertainment took
place before and after the rugby.

A few of us also made it up to Chester for the races, but as
will be noted elsewhere, this year, not only did we not see a
horse, but most of us didn’t even see the racecourse!!

At our last meeting we took the decision to hold next year’s
Meeanee Dinner at the Victory Services Club as opposed to our
usual venue in Knightsbridge. One of the main advantages of the
Victory Services Club is that they also provide accommodation,
which is a bonus for those who have great distances to travel.

We look forward to the Inter Services T20 cricket
competition at Lords on 19th June and a few of us will also be in
attendance at Founder’s Day at the Royal Hospital.

Our best wishes go to Les Stelfox, who reached the ripe old
age of 99 last May and to Doug Hawkins who turned 90 during
the same month.

George Szwejkowski

WORD FROM THE BRANCHES (continued)

The re-enactment society in action
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TRANMERE BRANCH
I have just realised that I have only got a few hours left to get

these notes in before George’s deadline. This is scary, it only
seems like a few weeks since the last one in February!

Our first Meeanee dinner night turned out to be a resounding
success, a three course meal with red and white wine provided by
the staff of the clipper pub was excellent.

We were spoilt for entertainment, first up was Brian Groves
giving us an hour of live rock n roll and as always he injected his
great style of comedy.

In contrast Roy Cotgrave and friends, who played some great
acoustics and sang ballads following this.

The price was right so let’s have another one next year.
Our branch has organised a visit to the NMA in Stafford at

the end of June. We will be having a meal in the nearby Royal
British Legion. Anyone wishing to join us please contact a
member of the committee.

Sometimes it is difficult to be objective about certain issues,
however, I will do my best to give a balanced point of view [yes,
I know it will be out of character].

Many people approached me and complained of the price of
drinks, the upstairs bar only opening in the evening, no television
to watch the racing, and the draught beer supply running out.

Let us remember that this was a one off race day, normally
members would be on the racecourse all afternoon and on
returning to the castle there would be sufficient beer, nor would
they need a TV.

The castle is not a venue that can accommodate the numbers
that turn out...

Major Eddie Pickering and Alan Iggy Jones are the only two
who organise the day, they are also there on the Sunday cleaning
up and getting the place back to normal. The only hired hands
they have are the bar staff on the Friday.

I do however think the bar prices were over the top. £4 for a
white wine and dash of soda is beyond belief. As is £3 for a pint
of beer.

In conclusion let us give credit to the above mentioned
because we all have a good day out meeting old friends.

YNWA. Rusty

WALSALL BRANCH
As I expected the CRA AGM was attended by only 6 of our

members. Noticeable was also the absence of certain branches
which if I recall are the same branches as last year. Am I missing
something here? Our secretary/treasurer Joe Sadler has been
unwell after an operation but we spoke yesterday and he assures
me he is on the mend. Get well soon. Unfortunately we had no
attendance at the races this year as the usual attendees had other
commitments so the bookmakers lost out on quite a bit of easy
cash. It’s really intriguing that the armed forces can get people to
form such a strong bond that it lasts a lifetime. I have just
finished writing to Cpl Bartley in Australia who I had met Feb 6
1958 in Whittington Barracks. Also in the intake was Graham
Page and Cliff Easthope who is at this moment in France visiting
the cemeteries of the fallen in WW2. Cliff’s granddad is buried
over there so should be an emotional time. I am expecting a
report from Graham for the next newsletter. Watch this space.
The newsletter keeps up a really good standard and reports from
Bill Helliwell were well received. Our next event will be The
Singapore Malaya reunion on 16 June at the usual venue of
Pelsall Club which you will find the best fish and chips in the
Black Country.

Reg Smith

WORD FROM THE BRANCHES (continued)

Alan Rowe on parade…

NATIONAL SERVICE
I am grateful to Peter Jackson, who spotted this short article

written by Antony Jay (co-author of ‘Yes Prime Minister’) in the
Spectator of 28th April 2012.  Clearly he was not referring to our
own Honourable Member for Beckenham – Ed: 

You have to be over 70 to have been called up for National
Service. I did my two years 60 years ago, after coming down from
university. 

At the time it seemed a pointless interruption to a career,
though, to be honest, I did not know what I wanted to be when I
grew up (I still don’t). Now I’m not so sure. 

Being a signals officer in the Suez Canal Zone was unlike
anything I had experienced before or since, and could be said to have
given me a taste of the ‘real world’. This reflection is prompted by
our present Members of Parliament. A life spent in a bubble of
public relations, political research and ministerial assistance clearly
insulates them from reality and is the principal cause of their
abysmal public esteem. I can’t help feeling that two years doing a
real job with real people might have put them more in touch with the
rest of us.

Antony Jay
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JOHN FAIRBANKS WRITES
KEEP YOUR HEAD

At the height of our recent monsoon season, which overnight
converted our garden into a water fowl holiday centre, it was
unfortunately impossible to do any outside work. Sad as I was at
this unfortunate turn of events I reluctantly forced myself to
watch the occasional film on daytime TV. One of which, I must
admit, did hold my attention for a while. The story told how
Gregory Peck, having crash-landed his plane in the middle of the
Burmese jungle, led the reluctant and often mutinous survivors in
an attempt to walk to safety. Needless to say super hero Greg
managed to survive the trials and tribulations of the trek, which
severely tested the lesser mortals of his crew. Watching that film
reminded me in many ways of a somewhat similar incident
which happened in 1958, deep in the Malayan jungle. 

It all began when, acting as 4 Platoon Commander, I decided
to give the newly promoted, but as yet untried, Cpl Alf command
of his first operational patrol. I knew that Alf had earned his
stripes during the course of a superb boxing career, and as such
would probably be lacking in experience in general, and field
craft in particular. So, having given him a quick reminder about
compass bearings, with emphasis on how to set a back bearing, I
sent him on his way. And as a way of insuring that should
anything go wrong they would get back to base camp I included
an Iban tracker in the patrol. 

The task I set him was simple enough. To march on a
compass bearing for approximately one hour until reaching a
fork in a river where he was to set up an ambush position and, for
two hours, watch and record any unusual activity. After doing
this he was then required to set his back bearing and return to
base with their ETA being 1400 hrs. 

By 1700 hours, with the patrol being conspicuous by their
absence, I began to feel a trifle concerned. In the meantime the
remainder of the platoon had organised a sweep based on the
time Alf would return, with good odds being offered on their
spending the night in the jungle. At 1800 hours, as we were
preparing for the sunset stand to, and the evening rum issue, into
camp marched a mutinous looking patrol, led by an angry Iban
with an enraged patrol commander bringing up the rear. The
tracker indicated that he would never ever go on patrol again with
Alf because, as he succinctly put it in his best pidgin English,
“Him no savvy ….ing compass.” 

Alf started his debrief by hurling his allegedly
malfunctioning compass at my feet and stated his intention of
charging every patrol member with mutiny. Because when given
the choice the men preferred to follow the tracker rather than
trust any longer Alf’s suspect sense of direction! I managed to
calm him and got him to tell me exactly what he had done that
day. He said that he had followed the bearing as instructed and
arrived at the river junction on time and in the correct place. As
ordered he had set up the ambush position and waited for the fun
to start. Nothing happened, with the result that Alf became bored
out of his mind and took the patrol up river for approximately
half a mile where he set another ambush. After an uneventful
couple of hours he decided to call it a day and head for home. So,
as instructed, he set his back bearing and as a result headed back
to base camp on a parallel heading and as a result became
hopelessly lost. Despite the vehement protestations of the Iban
who, at all times, knew exactly were base camp was, Alf insisted
on following the compass. He obviously never realised that, in
angering the head hunter, how close he came to adding to that
native’s skull collection!!

WHAT’S IN A WORD?
Recently, due to the financial squeeze, some BAOR teaching

facilities were closed. During the ensuing de-classification of
thousands of documents a few old and tattered files came to light.
These were found stuffed behind a filing cabinet and one of them
in particular contained some extremely informative material. It
held many faded and barely legible old examination papers of the
question and answer kind. It was those used during German
language studies undertaken by National service men in the early
fifties that proved to be of greatest interest. It was decided that
one of these remarkable forms, which contains mostly printable
material, should be released for the benefit of any interested
parties. 

Basic German Comprehension Examination. 
August 15th 1951 
Please study the following list of German words and enter

the English meaning of each one. Please note that the first word
has been answered as an example: 

GERMAN TRANSLATION
MILCH MILK
Burgermeister Head Chef at McDonalds 
Herr Doktor Head Barber
Kartofel Forcibly Remove 
Schnitzel Viral Complaint 
Kohl Rabi Coloured Jewish Priest 
Kopf Holiest Place in Anfield 
Kraut A German 
Sauerkraut A Bad Tempered German 
Wurst Most Awful
Bratwurst The Most Awful Child 
Bierwurst Most Awful Beer
Schuhe Go Away
Tee Dishwater 
Hande Hoch Local Pawnbrokers
Schwein Any Referee that officiates 

at a Man United match. 
Autobahn What you get for Drunk driving
Niederlage I Could use a Beer 
Sex Number between Funf and Sieben 
Schnapps General Anaesthetic 
Eier A Bit further up 

SNIPPETS
In recognition of the common soldier…

“Weapons are an important factor in war, but not the decisive
factor; it is people, not things, that are decisive. The contest
of strength is not only a contest of military and economic
power, but also a contest of human power and morale.
Military and economic power is necessarily wielded by
people.”
Mao Zedong 
“A general is just as good or just as bad as the troops under
his command make him.”
Douglas MacArthur
“Poor is the nation that has no heroes....shameful is the one
that, having them....forgets”
Author: Unknown
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Dear editor,
In answer to Paul Hadfield’s query on page 15 of the last CRA

Newsletter about my talent, or otherwise, for Dingo driving, the
answer is none, as Suntok Sunny Singh would readily testify.
Based at Segarmat, he and I were urgently required to travel to C
Coy, based at Bekok, about 30 miles south. It was about to turn
dark and the rules required that night travel be done (I think) in
either at least two soft skinned vehicles, or an armoured vehicle.
For a reason that I cannot recall, the only choice was a Dingo scout
car, which only carried two people. As I had to take Singh, my
interpreter, with me, I could not use my Landrover driver, Paul
Hadfield (who I suspect took the photograph, possibly because he
felt he would be relieved of ever seeing me drive again!), so I had
to drive it myself. I had never even been inside one, never mind
drive one, in the dark, on Malayan roads and tracks, with a steering
wheel set at the reverse angle to any vehicle I had driven before,
and being top heavy. We made it both there and back. Only God
knows how! I had never been so frightened in my life, not of any
possible CT ambush, but of my ability to keep it on the road and
upright. I suspect that poor Singh was even more frightened than
me. He was a little pale and very quiet on our safe return to
Segarmat. It was a hair-raising, or probably in my case, hair-losing
experience. But thanks Paul for reminding me! Dick Peel

THE OAK TREE 
(JOURNAL OF THE 22ND (CHESHIRE REGIMENT))
For just over 40 years, as many will know, I have been

collecting The Oak Tree, the collection is complete from 1921 to
date. RHQ have a far fuller collection. We are going to down size
our house in the future and sadly there will not be room for the
collection (very heavy and takes up some 4’ 6” of shelf space)
offers (Sealed Bids by 1 July) to me via RHQ and suggestions by
1 July (rons22nd@aol.com) are welcome, I intend to donate
percentage of any money raised to 1 Mercian Benevolent Funds.

I have also a few editions (total 39) of The Little Oak tree,
The Little Acorn, Acorn News and The Acorn includes editions
from, Northern Ireland 1969 to 1990, Camp Wainwright
1988,and Cyprus 1965, again RHQ have a fuller collection.
Offers as above welcome. The collection has been a great source
of information and has been used many time to get items of
history and events for many people over the years, but space (and
Doris) says when down sizing its has to go. 

Major (Retired) Ron Goodwin

GLASGOW TO BEN NEVIS SPONSORED WALK FOR
HELP THE HEROES - JUNE 2012

Hello All, 
With such a successful fund raising effort of nearly £4000

raised by everyone last June, for the charity ‘Help the Heroes,’ I
have decided to do it again and go a bit further than walking
Hadrian’s Wall last year.

So in June this year, I am proposing to walk in Scotland; from
Glasgow to Ben Nevis, which is approximately 96 miles. Again, I
am hoping to raise as much as possible to top up last year’s money
which will have already been put to good use by H4H.

There will be sponsor forms available for anyone wishing to
make a pledge and take part in this fund raising effort. My mobile
Number is 07801 707 497.

Once again many thanks for your support last year and
hopefully this year too. Pete Coward

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Dear editor,
I am an ex-member of the Regiment, (serving at The Dale and

with the First Battalion between 1955 and 1960.) where I was a
contemporary of both John Fairbanks and Bill Helliwell. After
leaving the military in December 1960, I served with the Colonial
Police in what was then Northern Rhodesia, following which I
worked for the Australian Government in Papua New Guinea. I
am now retired to the country in south Mississippi, USA. Visiting
the UK only twice since 1962, I find the newsletter a way of
keeping up with both past and ongoing Regimental history. 

Attached is a photograph for the ‘Where Are They Now’
section. It shows members of the Senior NCOs Cadre on the
jungle range in Gemas circa 1958. I have not been able to recall
all the names hence the ‘no name.’ I believe Sam Sykes was
related to Derek Sykes. In 1980 I visited with the Police in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia to discuss Internal security matters and they
were kind enough to drive me to some of the 1st. Battalion’s
locations: ‘A’ Coy camp and the jungle range in Gemas was a
housing estate; Battalion HQ in Segamat appeared to be a
recreation area with a concrete roller-skating rink; ‘A’ Coy
location in Labis looked unchanged apart from being occupied by
families with loads of washing. Singapore, my next stop, was
totally unrecognizable - someone had stolen my ‘Check Point’
along with the NAAFI Club...I should never have turned my back! 

Yours sincerely, John D Revill

CORRESPONDENCE

Back L-R: Westhead, no name, no name, John Revill, Frank Readioff. Front L-R: John Fairbanks, Chantry, Sam Sykes, Emmerson, no name, Alfie Harding 
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After completing basic training at Dale Camp in 1955 I had
a short tour of duty on the Depot Provost Staff.

This was due to the fact that, MOD were in the process of
calling up the Z Reservists. If a man “ignored” his letter he was
arrested by civilian Police and taken to the nearest Army Barracks.
Very soon it was found that more Provost staff were needed, the
camp guardroom being filled to overflowing. At weekends their
families would come up, armed with “picnic” lunches, obviously
this socializing had to be supervised. My strategy was to take them
round the back of the NAAFI building with the comment, “I will
leave you for a short time to preserve your privacy,” with a warning
that if they “did a runner,” I would be Court Martialled.

I was never let down.
Posted to the Bn in November that year, as I detrained at

Spandau my first thoughts were, “Damned cold here.” Had a
laugh when I saw the Berlin people walking around with funny
things on their ears. These “funny things” (ear muffs”) soon
became a vital addition to our kit.

Installed in Brooke Barracks, one of my draft said to me,
“Hey Kippsy, look at these funny windows,” was in fact,
secondary double glazing. Never seen by us before.

In contrast, the summer months were very enjoyable, the
only down side being the Saturday morning cross country run, on
the return journey we would be tormented by German youths,
watching us puffing and panting down the road, by pouring ice
cold Coca Cola into the gutter as we passed.

I spent many a weekend off, by hiring a canoe and paddling
down the River Havel, calling in at the riverside taverns.

After a very short time I started having foot troubles, reported
to MO who said, “Excused boot for the duration.” When I handed
the “chit” to my CSM, (WOII McIntyre) he said, “and what the
hell am I supposed to do with you Private Kipps.” His solution
was to second me to Company HQ, as Company runner, assisting
the Company Clerk Brian (Ginger) Sharpe. From then, my tour
became a “doddle,” no guard duties, occasionally having to do
duty as telephone orderly. The only deviation was this, a night’s
duty as member of the internal Security Platoon. Had just got my
head down and we were “stood to.” One of the border patrol
vehicles had run off the road, becoming lodged in the border
fence. After being issued with ten rounds of .303 we deployed to
the border. We went to cover in a ditch opposite the fence, All was
quite peaceful until the recovery team attempted to attach the
towing chains, when the Russian border guards adopted a very
threatening “stance.” Our officer ordered us to stand up, in the “on
guard position,” whereupon the guards loosed off a warning
volley over our heads. I remember our very young officer
screaming “do not return fire.” The situation became so desperate
that the Garrison Commander and British Ambassador had to turn
out and negotiate the recovery of the vehicle. I reckon that quite a
few pairs of “drawers cellular” had to be changed on return to
camp that morning. Gordon Kipps

MEMORIES OF SPANDAU by Gordon Kipps

ARNHEM - MYTH AND REALITY 
by Sebastian Ritchie

Oh no! Not yet another book on Arnhem!!! Hasn’t it all been
said before? Surely it has been flogged to death! You’ve seen the
film, got the DVD and probably the T shirt as well.

Readers of military history will be aware that bookshops are
awash with weighty tomes on how, why and what went wrong and
of course no end of stories about “I was there” It is also true that
many of these latter works produce little, or no new material and
are no more than re-hashes of earlier works. It is many years since
I read Cornelius Ryan’s “Bridge Too Far” and perhaps the only
other perspective on the subject was Robert Kershaw’s “It never
snows in September,” that tells the story from the German side.
Books written by the commanders who were there, Urquhart,
Browning, Frost et al come with an inbuilt bias.

Arnhem – Myth and Reality was written by Sebastian Ritchie,
who is an official historian at the Air Historical Branch (RAF) of
the Ministry of Defence. His occupation is something that I will
return to later. This book is very different from most of the others
as it contains no blood and guts, no backs to the wall fire-fights or
derring-do. In fact I do not recall reading anything remotely akin
to action of any sort. The first part of the book is about putting the
operation into its historical context and considering it alongside
earlier airborne ventures, both Allied and German, such as Crete
and Normandy. Sebastian Ritchie then looks at other operations
planned just prior to Arnhem before finally dealing with Operation
Market Garden at an operational level.

I found the book an interesting read as it looks carefully at the
almost indecent rush to pull things together, adaptations of
previous plans, cancelled drops, inexperienced pilots, and the lack
of understanding between the various allied forces about their
equipment. Added to this is the well-known lack of Intelligence or

perhaps more correctly the failure or unwillingness to interpret it.
Communication failures, radios not working and of course the
arguments about the drop zones are covered in detail. Perhaps
what has not been mentioned too many times previously is the
American bent for friendly fire. Apparently they managed to shoot
down seven Hawker Typhoons and several Spitfires, confusing
them with German aircraft. I can well believe this as Fred Sims, a
member of the Southern Region branch of the CRA and Eighth
Army veteran told me that during the war whenever British
aeroplanes appeared, the Germans took cover, when German
aircraft appeared the British took cover, but when the Americans
came on the scene, everybody took cover!!

I mentioned earlier that the author was an official historian at
the Air Historical Branch (RAF) of the Ministry of Defence.
Although the book is his own private work, his position gave him
perhaps a better insight than anybody else to cover the air support
aspects of Market Garden. The down side to this is that some of the
language used in the book betrays where his sympathies lay. The
Army plans are often prefaced with adjectives such as
“catastrophic,” “disastrous” and “deeply flawed” whilst the RAF
operations are reported positively, or when things went wrong the
author finds excuses or more usually others to blame, in particular
General Dempsey.

Although I found the book very interesting, I would not
recommend it to anybody unless they already have a reasonable
grasp of the events leading up to and during Market Garden. I think
that the author makes a good job with his conclusions, where he is
clear in the widely held view that Market Garden never had any
hope of ending the war in 1944 but he also argues that it would be
wrong to suggest that it achieved nothing at all.

Although Arnhem has been flogged to death, I am happy to
say that on this occasion this is not a book too far.

George Szwejkowski

BOOK REVIEW by George Szwejkowski
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PRESTBURY
The 2012 season got off to a great start, when 33 players

turned out on a rather “mixed weather” day at Prestbury. The
course was in really good condition and, as ever the club did us
proud.

We started with a heavy storm and the greens turned white
with the hail stones. Once this storm passed the rest of the day
was pretty good and led to some very good golf.

Prestbury is a very difficult course to play, quite hilly and
some really tough holes. However everyone enjoyed the
challenge and the day brought out two new members who are
leaving the 1st Battalion after some 22 years’ service. Great to
have you chaps.

As to the winners. Tiny Lawson did it again with 38 points.
When Tiny hits the ball you are never sure which planet it will
end up on, but in all fairness he played a great game. Just two
points behind Tiny was a great “under cover man.” Major Mike
Huntriss shot a 36, getting another birdie on the longest hole on
the course. A great round for second place.

When it comes to Nearest the Hole, a great debate took place
over John Eedle’s hole in one. Was the ball nearest the pin, or in
the hole? However, after strong words he got the prize and very
much deserved it. Well done, John you are the only person in the
society to get a hole in one in the time that I have been around.
The second nearest the pin went to a very deserving player,
George Szwejkowski (better known as ABC). George had
travelled up from London and he also won a nearest the pin at
Pryors Hayes. Getting to be a habit!! The prize for the longest
drive went to a guest, Mr Davis.

Mention was made of Captain John Bigland’s recognition in
being awarded the General Peter Martin Award for service to
CRA golf. He has done a wonderful job in turning the society
into a true meeting place for all ages and giving us all a great deal
of pleasure. To date we have some 50 members, from every
campaign from WW2 to Afghanistan, all playing together. Some
mix!!

We were sorry not to have Percy Cooke with us on the day,
but we are pleased that the operation on his hands is progressing
and we look forward to seeing Percy soon. Best wishes from all
of us, Percy. 

EATON GOLF – 18TH MAY 2012.
The day saw some threatening weather in the area but as we

had indented for good weather we knew we would be OK.
Turned out quite nice again!!!

Twenty played and the course was in excellent condition and
the food top class. 

A really good day and made even better by Percy Cooke
turning up to join us around the course and for dinner. 90 and still
going strong.

The winner of the day was Frank Barham with 37 points.
Second was Major Mike Huntriss with 35 (he really does need
his handicap reviewing!). 

The best guest prize went to Scott Parker with 38!
The longest drive was won by our big hitter Tiny Lawson.

The two nearest the pins went to John Walkman and Terry Finlay.
A great day and, as always plenty of “Do you remember”

stories from across the years!!! Our next meeting is on
Wednesday 4th July at Curzon (Chester)

See you there? Bill Jones

Prestbury Meeting

Frank Barham won at Eaton
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The funeral of Major Des Webb took place in Abergavenny,
South Wales on Thursday 15th March. As well as a fine turnout
from his own Regiment, the 22nd was represented by Roddy
Bridge, Nigel Hine and David Smith.

Des was posted to the 1st Battalion in Weeton Camp in mid
1970 taking up the appointment of MTO. He remained with the
battalion for the Berlin tour 1970-72 and the return to Weeton,
which included an Op Banner tour in West Belfast.

Des was the first of a long line of RRW officers to serve with
the 1st Battalion, which at some time included John Lane, John
Garnett, Chris Boucher, Mike Howes, David Collins, Jim Evans,
Mike Vidler and Jimmy McSheehy (3rd Battalion). The RRW
plainly had more officers than jobs to go around!

Des, together with his wife Mary and their large family,
dove-tailed in so well and I know enjoyed their time with us
immensely. The combination of Des and the then QM Sid Twort
together was worth a guinea a minute. They served the battalion
admirably both in barracks and on exercise/ops from Echelon
HQ at their famous Camp Twebb.

As a natural born Welshman and with a name like Webb, Des
could not be other than a keen rugby man. In his younger days he
was a fine sprinter and played for his Regiment (The Welch) on
the wing. When he came to the battalion he therefore needed
little persuasion to take over the coaching of the fledgling 1st XV
rugby squad. His early morning training sessions and infectious

enthusiasm soon paid off; people who had no previous
experience of the game became players rather than just curious
spectators and discovered they had inherent talent. The team
went on to demolish all opposition in Berlin and also had
considerable success across BAOR in both XV a-side and
Sevens, only coming unstuck (but not always) against the Welsh
Guards and who else but the RRW! Taking his MT
responsibilities as seriously as his rugby I remember one
occasion when he squeezed the whole battalion Sevens team into
his Peugeot 504 Estate and drove us down the Berlin Corridor
and back to Lubbecke for the 2 Div Championships!

Mary and the family were extremely appreciative of the
Regiment’s support at the funeral and sent their best wishes to all
their friends in the 22nd from that time.

Another good friend of the Battalion from those days who was
at the funeral and wished to be remembered was Lt Col (Retd)
Gordon Amphlett RRW. He was QM of 1WFR in Montgomery
Barracks in Berlin at the same time. Following our defeat of
1WFR in the early rounds of the Army Rugby Cup, Gordon, their
coach, seeing our potential, also volunteered to help our team and
stood in for Des at times when he was away. The influence of these
two Welshmen certainly contributed greatly to our successes.

The RRW are a fine Regiment and I always felt we got on
incredibly well with them- they were our sort.

Roddy Bridge

2012
4 Jul Regimental Golf Day Chester Curzon
29 Jul St Juliens Service & Diamond Jubilee Lunch

Stockport
7 Sep Regimental Golf Day Prior’s Hayes
8 Sep Officers Association Ladies Dinner, Chester
9 Sep Mons Day Parade & Lunch, Chester
27 Oct East Cheshire Reunion, Stockport
9 Dec Droppin Well 30th Anniversary Memorial

Service, Ballykelly
2013

15-17 Feb Meeanee Reunion, Blackpool
23 Feb CRA AGM Chester
April Officers Lunch Wellington College

Crowthorne
12 May Chester Race Day
2014

21-25 Aug Centenary of Battle of Mons, Belgium

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2012-2014

CLUB NEWS
The Club can be used for Branch Events and Private Parties

by arrangement. A concessionary hire rate for CRA members’
private use applies. Branches do not pay to use the Club. 

Normal opening times are:
Monday 1200-1400
Wednesday 1200-1400
Friday 1200-1400

1900-2330
Saturday - by arrangement
Sunday 1200-1400

For all Club enquiries, contact Alan Jones on 07906 753699

BANKERS!!!

As we mourn the recent loss of Major Tony Astle, I thought that
you might enjoy this exchange of letters between Tony and the
Natwest Bank when he was the Assistant Regimental Secretary in
Chester and the 1st Battalion was in Hong Kong – Ed.

From RHQ Cheshire:

NATWEST Chester gets it wrong,
They sent my mail to Hong Kong,
And many a letter meant for me,
Comes airborne from the China Sea.
Those three Chevrons in a ring,
Justify this devious thing’
And I must wait, a mile away,
To welcome back each global stray.

A doggerel composed in the style of Andrew Marvell (to his coy
mistress) in the same spirit of frustrated affection.

AFWA

From NATWEST, Chester:

Major Astle, we’re dismayed
At how your post has been delayed,
Not by the Christmas rush, we fear,
But through the fault of someone here!
Into our records we will look
To have the culprits brought to book,
And hope your mail will soon have ceased
To be delivered via the East.

A doggerel composed by Anonymous of Nat West Bank to their
best customer in the spirit of abject apology.

THE LATE MAJOR (Retd) DESMOND WEBB MBE RRW
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THE LATE DAVID PERCIVAL 1934 - 2012

The death of David Percival, known to all who knew him as
‘Percy’, a nickname which he always professed to dislike and
find inexplicable, is recorded this month in the Last Post.

David, as I learned to call him after we both left the Cheshire
Regiment, was a great musician. He was chairman and 1st violin
of the Wilmslow Symphony Orchestra for many years which,
under his leadership, prospered amazingly. He was the only man,
to my knowledge, who had a violin in Suez which he used to
practise in the band room. How he acquired it I will never know,
or how he got it back to the UK (not in his kitbag I’m sure). But
he practised regularly to stay on top form.

He was the choirmaster of St Anne’s church choir in
Wilmslow for 30 years and his wife, Betty, who was an
outstanding pianist, was the organist, so they had the music sewn
up between them.

Percy was conscripted into the Cheshire Regiment in late
1952 and joined the 1st Battalion in Suez, in early 1953. One of
my unforgettable memories of him is seeing him lying on his bed
reading, while the rest of us were frantically cleaning our
equipment or getting ready for some inspection and saying, “Oh
dear, I’ve got such a lot to do.” and then turn over the next page
and carry on reading.

We slept in adjacent beds in Hodgson’s Camp for some 15
months and got to know each other very well. We became very
firm friends.

We were both demobbed in 1954 and went our separate
ways, he to take over his father’s business in Bramhall and I to a
job in Nottingham. We completely lost touch.

My parents still lived in Stockport and had achieved the
ultimate ambition of most working class Cheshire families – a
caravan in North Wales - which they visited regularly throughout
the summer months. In October 1964, my future wife, Valerie,
and I borrowed her father’s car and drove over to Stockport to
visit my parents for a couple of days. When we arrived my father
asked me if we could nip over to North Wales and bring the
blankets home for the winter (he didn’t have a car) – around 200
miles return trip! 

All four of us: my parents, Valerie and I set off early next
day. As we entered Chester a very loud banging noise started
coming from somewhere in the engine compartment and the car
slowed to a crawl. We limped into a garage and the mechanic told
us to come back in a couple of hours. When we returned, he
informed us that the ‘big end shells’ (I assume the initiated know
what that means) had gone and that it would cost us £30 to repair.
If I remember rightly we couldn’t muster more than £10 between
us.

We decided to have a cup of tea and, like Fagin in Oliver
Twist, ‘review the situation’. We went into Woolworth’s café and
sat there drinking tea and considering our options, which looked
pretty bleak. Remember, this was all nearly 50 years ago before
credit cards and mobile phones. As we sat there pondering our
dilemma I saw a familiar figure walking purposefully across the
other side of the café, about 30 yards away. I recognised him
instantly; it was Percy, who I hadn’t set eyes on since 1954.
“Percy,” I shouted and waved. “Nobby,” he responded and we
greeted each other like long lost friends. I temporarily forgot our
problem as we sat drinking tea and reminiscing over old times
with the battalion. Finally, he stood up and said, “Well I must go.
What are you doing here?” I explained our predicament. “How
much is it?” he asked. “£30,” I replied. “Well,” he said, “I am just

going to pay the men.” and explained that he had a team of men
working on a contract in Chester at the time. “I think I’ve got a
bit to spare.” He took out a large package and peeled off £30 in
notes, handed it to me and disappeared across the room. This was
1964 so you can multiply that sum by at least 10 if not 20 for
today’s values.

We duly had the car repaired the same day and drove back to
Stockport – leaving the recovery of the blankets for a more
favourable time.

I had to be back for an important engagement on Monday so
I asked my father, who lived in Cheadle Heath, to take the money
round to Percy’s house as quickly as possible. Valerie and I then
carefully drove her father’s car back to Nottingham.

I phoned up my father a few days later and asked if he had
repaid Percy. “Well I cycled round,” he said, but there was no one
in so I put the money through the door of the address you gave
me.” I hoped to goodness I had remembered the address correctly
otherwise someone would be the happy recipient of £30 and
Percy would have changed his views on my integrity. Life for me
was very hectic at that time and I completely forgot all about the
incident.

Twenty years went by and in 1985 I had to go into hospital
for an operation. I was recuperating at home when who should
turn up at the door – out of the blue and purely by chance - but
Percy and Betty, which really cheered me up and no doubt
hastened my recovery. I had the presence of mind to remember
the £30 he’d lent me and asked him if he ever got it back. “I think
so,” he replied. “I’m sure I would have remembered it if you
hadn’t given it to me.”

On reflection, I honestly can’t think of anyone else, except
possibly a very close relative, who would lend someone they
hadn’t seen for 10 years the equivalent of at least £400 in today’s
values, on a chance meeting, apart from someone they had served
with in the Cheshires.

Arthur Clarke

LAST POST

Maj Tony Astle died 17 Mar 2012 aged 81
Maj Keith Barnett died Dec 2011
David Cotterill died 12 Feb 2012
Donald Cook died 26 Dec 2011 served 1st Bn Suez
Mrs AB Donnelly died 16 Mar 2012 widow of Maj Douglas
Donnelly

Margaret Eyton died 13 March 2012, Tailoress Ballykelly
Thomas Ickle died 17 Jan 2012 WW2 served in Libya, Sicily,
Italy & Palestine

Evan Jones died 19 Dec 2011 aged 92
Maj Henry Kingham died 19 Mar 2012 in Nice

Tom Lysaght died 25 Apr 2012
Capt Alun Owen MC died 23 Mar 2012 aged 93 served WW2
David Percival 1934 - 2012
Maj Des Webbe MBE died 4 Mar 2012 aged 82 Ex QM 1st Bn
Eric Williamson died May 2012 - HQ Coy Berlin 1955-56


